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Bayesian evidence synthesis 
Multiple imputation by chained equations 
(MICE) 
A B S T R A C T   
The trend toward large-scale collaborative studies gives rise to the challenge of combining data from different 
sources efficiently. Here, we demonstrate how Bayesian evidence synthesis can be used to quantify and compare 
support for competing hypotheses and to aggregate this support over studies. We applied this method to study 
the ordering of multi-informant scores on the ASEBA Self Control Scale (ASCS), employing a multi-cohort design 
with data from four Dutch cohorts. Self-control reports were collected from mothers, fathers, teachers and 
children themselves. The available set of reporters differed between cohorts, so in each cohort varying com-
ponents of the overarching hypotheses were evaluated. We found consistent support for the partial hypothesis 
that parents reported more self-control problems than teachers. Furthermore, the aggregated results indicate 
most support for the combined hypothesis that children report most problem behaviors, followed by their 
mothers and fathers, and that teachers report the fewest problems. However, there was considerable inconsis-
tency across cohorts regarding the rank order of children’s reports. This article illustrates Bayesian evidence 
synthesis as a method when some of the cohorts only have data to evaluate a partial hypothesis. With Bayesian 
evidence synthesis, these cohorts can still contribute to the aggregated results.   
1. Introduction 
There is a growing awareness of the limited reliability of single-study 
findings, in Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience and other fields of 
empirical research (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). This awareness 
has contributed to the call for replication and the need to synthesize 
findings across studies. Consortia, such as the Consortium on Individual 
Development (CID), have been established to combine research efforts 
of different groups to study a particular subject. This raises the challenge 
to do so in a way that includes and does justice to each study’s unique 
qualities, and still allows conclusions based on accumulated evidence. 
A common way to synthesize research findings is meta-analysis, 
where the results of several previously conducted studies concerning a 
particular research question, topic, or theory are combined (Rosenthal 
and DiMatteo, 2002). Meta-analysis has notable advantages, such as the 
possibility to base the analysis on summary statistics, but has also lim-
itations. Three limitations are (1) that meta-analysis does not allow 
additional inference on the level of the individual studies, (2) that 
meta-analysis is prone to the effects of searching strategies and publi-
cation bias, (3) and that meta-analysis can only include studies 
employing comparable models and parameters. 
In this article, we apply the alternative strategy of Bayesian evidence 
synthesis to reach robust conclusions by combining results derived from 
different sources. Here, the different data sources are four Dutch pop-
ulation cohort studies. Bayesian evidence synthesis can be used to 
combine results by aggregating their evidence for competing hypotheses 
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(Kuiper, Buskens, Raub & Hoijtink, 2012; Zondervan-Zwijnenburg et al., 
2019). In this manner, studies covering various contexts and measure-
ment instruments can be combined (Zondervan-Zwijnenburg et al., 
2019, 2020). This approach is also suitable to combine the results of 
structural equation modelling (Zondervan-Zwijnenburg et al., 2019, 
2020). The main assumptions of Bayesian evidence synthesis are that all 
sources of information provided by individual studies contribute to the 
overarching research question, and that all samples are representative of 
the population of interest (Veldkamp et al., 2020). 
In the current study, we demonstrate that Bayesian research syn-
thesis can be used even if not all parameters relevant to the hypotheses 
are estimated in all cohorts. More specifically, our overarching hy-
pothesis concerns the ordering of mean raters obtained from four raters 
of child self-control: teachers, fathers, mothers and children. However, 
some cohorts only have data of three or fewer raters, and provide partial 
information concerning the ordering of the mean ratings. So while the 
comprehensive hypotheses may concern the ordering of several means, 
the information provided by some cohort may be limited to a subset of 
the means. For example, consider the assessment of differences among 
multiple neuropsychological tasks that are assumed to assess the same 
process, brain areas that are activated by a task, or, as in our case, in-
formants that rate a specific trait or state. In these cases, the Bayesian 
synthesis approach offers the advantage that it enables statements about 
the support for specific hypotheses concerning the ordering of parame-
ters, and the possibility to aggregate results, given incomplete infor-
mation (results) in one or more of the studies. To our best knowledge, 
this application of Bayesian evidence synthesis is new. 
We demonstrate the opportunities and challenges of Bayesian evi-
dence synthesis for a comparison of multiple groups using multi- 
informant scores of self-control. Self-control is a key topic within the 
Dutch Consortium on Individual Development (CID). Self-control is the 
ability to enforce appropriate subdominant responses and inhibit inap-
propriate dominant impulses (Friedman and Miyake, 2004; Nigg, 2017). 
Self-control is viewed as an effortful, top-down process in behavioral 
control. It has been related to, inter alia, the dorsal anterior cingulate 
cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and cortical structures (Bridgett 
et al., 2015). We assessed self-control in 8- to 12-year-old children using 
the self-control scale (ASCS) in the Achenbach System of Empirically 
Based Assessment (ASEBA), which was filled in by four different in-
formants: mothers, fathers, teachers and the children themselves. The 
ASCS was constructed by Willems et al. (2018) based on items of the 
ASEBA checklists, which are available in parent-, teacher- and 
self-report versions (Achenbach et al., 2017; Willems et al., 2018). It is 
well-established that in completeing questionnaires like the ASEBA 
scales, different raters have different perspectives, and consequently 
provide different information (see for example Van der Ende et al., 
2012). Here, we make use of Bayesian evidence synthesis to assess hy-
potheses regarding differences between the raters with respect to the 
ASCS. We assessed the support for competing hypotheses regarding the 
ordering of the informants in four CID cohorts: the Netherlands Twin 
Register (NTR), Tracking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey 
(TRAILS), Generation R (GenR), and YOUth, in primary school-aged 
children aged 8–12 years. The competing informative hypotheses and 
the literature supporting these hypotheses are discussed in Section 2.3. 
2. Methods 
2.1. Participants 
The participants came from four of the cohort studies that are part of 
the Consortium on Individual Development: The Netherlands Twin 
Register (NTR; Bartels et al., 2007; Ligthart et al., 2019), Generation R 
(GenR; Kooijman et al., 2016), Tracking Adolescents’ Individual Lives 
Survey (TRAILS; Huisman et al., 2008; Oldehinkel et al., 2015), and 
YOUth (Onland-Moret et al., 2020). The NTR is a national register based 
in Amsterdam in which twins, other multiples and their families 
participate. It was established in 1987 and includes children and adults. 
Children are registered by their parents at birth or any time after birth. 
About every two years, parents, and, once the children are old enough, 
teachers and the children themselves, are invited to fill out question-
naires about the children’s health and behavior (Bartels et al., 2007; 
Ligthart et al., 2019). The NTR sample used in the present study largely 
overlaps with the sample used by Willems et al. (2018) to develop the 
ASCS. GenR is a cohort study that follows individuals born in Rotterdam 
from fetal life to adulthood. Mothers with a delivery date between April 
2002 and July 2006 were enrolled in the study. During the primary 
school years, questionnaires were administered twice (Kooijman et al., 
2016). TRAILS concerns a population cohort, established in 2000/2001, 
which has followed children from the Northern parts of the Netherlands 
from the age of 11 onwards (Oldehinkel et al., 2015). Finally, YOUth is a 
prospective cohort study established in 2015. In the primary school 
years, questionnaires were administered at ages 6, 9 and 12 (Onland--
Moret et al., 2020). 
During development, children display different levels of behavioral 
problems (Verhulst and Van der Ende, 1995). The developmental trends 
may be informant-specific, that is, trends may be characterized by pa-
rameters, such as intercept and slope(s), that vary over informants (Van 
der Ende and Verhulst, 2005). We do not formally test the development 
of informant differences here, but explore the presence of such differ-
ences by defining two age groups: a younger group consisting of 
8.5–10.5-year-olds and an older age group of 10.5–12.5-year-olds. 
Table 1 breaks down, by cohort and age group, the number of in-
dividuals, number of ASCS observations (total and per informant), mean 
age, and percentage of boys. As this table shows, in some cohorts, some 
raters are missing, i.e., there is systematic missingness in the ratings. 
Self-reports were especially scarce in the younger age group, because 
pre-adolescents often are not asked to report on their own behavior. 
Within each age group, the same participant was only included once. In 
all cohorts except the TRAILS cohort, the participants could be present in 
both the younger and the older age group (i.e., given longitudinal de-
signs, children participated repeated at different ages). This does not 
pose a problem, because the data are analyzed and results are aggre-
gated within age groups only. In case of multiple participants in the 
same nuclear family (e.g. siblings), we randomly selected one to be 
included in the analyses. 
2.2. Measures 
Self-control was measured using the ASEBA self-control scale (ASCS; 
Willems, 2018). The ASEBA system includes questionnaires for different 
informants: the Child Behavior Checklist 6–18 (CBCL) for parents, the 
Teacher’s Report Form (TRF) for teachers, and the Youth Self-Report 
(YSR) for the children. In these questionnaires, problem behaviors are 
rated on a three-point scale with the response options not true (0), 
somewhat or sometimes true (1), and very true or often true (2). In all co-
horts, the ASCS was administered as part of the entire ASEBA. The 
content of the eight items in the ASCS are displayed in Table 2. Four 
items come from the attention problem scale (item 4, 8, 41, and 78), 
three from the aggressive behavior scale (item 86, 87, and 95), and one 
from the rule breaking behavior scale (item 28). The sum scores of the 
ASCS range from 0 to 16. The psychometric properties of the scale are 
reported in Willems et al., 2018. The inter-rater reliability for each of the 
participating cohorts is displayed in Supplementary Table S1. Inter-rater 
reliability was highest between mother and father ratings, and lowest 
between self- and mother-ratings. Table 3 contains the ASCS means and 
standard deviations for each age group, informant and cohort. 
2.3. Bayesian evidence synthesis 
Bayesian evidence synthesis consists of four steps, which are 
explained in detail below. In the first step, informative hypotheses are 
formulated, based on available literature. The second step is to fit the 
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model of interest in all datasets separately. In the third step, Bayesian 
informative hypothesis testing is employed. The fourth and final step 
involves the actual Bayesian evidence synthesis, in which the support for 
each hypothesis is aggregated across all cohorts. 
2.3.1. Formulation of competing informative hypotheses 
Bayesian evidence synthesis starts with a specification of a set of 
informative hypotheses about the model parameters (Hoijtink, 2012). 
When formulating informative hypotheses, the inclusion of all plausible 
hypotheses supported by literature, expert knowledge, or other sources 
is recommended. Whereas the classical frequentist null hypothesis 
testing tests if one or more model parameters deviate significantly from 
a given value (usually zero), informative hypotheses may also stipulate 
an ordering of parameters or range constraints. 
We formulated competing informative hypotheses based on litera-
ture on informant differences in the measurement of self-control. In-
formants see the children in different contexts (e.g., at school or at 
home) and may have different relationships with the child. These dif-
ferences may give rise to differences in perspective on the child’s 
behaviour, and to differences in reference (i.e., a teacher may rate a 
child relative to other children in the class, whereas a father may rate a 
child relative to its siblings). Thus, informants have different perspec-
tives on the child’s behavior, and may display varying levels of agree-
ment concerning the child’s behavior. Several studies have focused on 
informant differences in problem behaviors, with diverging results. For 
self-control assessed with the ASCS, Willems et al. (2018) reported the 
highest average scores for self-reports, followed by, respectively, 
mother-, father-, and teacher-reports in data from 7- to 16-year-olds in 
the Netherlands Twin Register (i.e., μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher). 
Note that their data partly overlap with the NTR data used in the present 
study. Comparable results were found for the ASEBA total problems 
scale (Grigorenko et al., 2010; Rescorla et al., 2013; Van der Ende and 
Verhulst, 2005) attention problems (Bartels et al., 2018), and 
rule-breaking behaviors, (Bartels et al., 2018; Noordhof et al., 2008). 
With regard to self- and mother-ratings of aggressive problems, Noord-
hof et al. (2008) reported the opposite pattern (i.e., μself < μmother). 
Noordhof’s sample overlapped with the TRAILS data used in the present 
study. An alternative hypothesis is that the means of all raters are equal 
(i.e., μself = μmother = μfather = μteacher). This cannot be ruled out as in 
most studies the mean differences between the raters were not tested. 
Thus, based on literature discussed above we formulated the following 
competing hypotheses, which were evaluated across cohorts: 
H1. μself = μmother = μfather = μteacher; 
H2. μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher; 
H3. μself < μmother < μfather < μteacher; 
Hc. complement of H1 – H3; any ordering not specified by the three 
hypotheses above. This hypothesis is included to test if there is any 
support for possible configurations of differences in means not included 
in the set H1 to H3. 
2.3.2. Model fitting in each cohort separately 
The second step is to fit the model of interest in all datasets sepa-
rately. That is, we fitted a within-subjects linear model, in which we 
estimated the mean ASCS sum scores of the informants seperately in 
each cohort and age group. 
2.3.3. Bayesian informative hypothesis testing 
After specification of the competing informative hypotheses and 
fitting of the model, the relative support for each of the hypotheses is 
evaluated for each cohort separately, by means of Bayesian informative 
hypothesis testing (Hoijtink, 2012). Contrary to the frequentist 
approach - where only support against the null hypothesis is obtained - 
the Bayesian approach quantifies support for each of the competing 
hypotheses, including the null-hypothesis, in terms of posterior model 
probabilities. 
We note that the available data in each cohort determines which 
components of the hypotheses can be tested. Table 4 contains an over-
view of which components of each hypothesis are tested in each cohort 
and age group. For example, the support for H1 in NTR younger age 
group represents the support for μmother = μfather = μteacher only, i.e., does 
Table 1 
Number of ASCS observations, means and standard deviations (SD) of age, and percentage boys per informant, cohort and age.  
Age group Cohort Mother Father Teacher Self Mean (SD) age % boys Total observations Number of individuals (N)* 
Younger (8.5–10.5) 
NTR 9904 6821 6971 – 9.79 (0.43) 49.7 23,696 12,514 
GenR 4516 3269 713 – 9.50 (0.27) 51.6 8498 4972 
TRAILS 232 – – 252 10.32 (0.13) 49.0 484 259 
YOUth 504 – 201 – 9.47 (0.58) 42.9 705 513 
Older (10.5–12.5) 
NTR 6403 4633 5355 562 12.08 (0.23) 50.4 16,953 9095 
GenR 102 90 – – 11.11 (0.53) 54.0 192 154 
TRAILS 1713 – – 1935 11.24 (0.52) 49.0 3648 1953  
YOUth 139 – 73 – 10.82 (0.20) 47.1 212 140  
* Note that there are missing data because but not all participants have data from all available informants. See Table 5 for the sample sizes used in the analyses. 
Table 2 
Items of the ASEBA self-control scale (ASCS).  
Item number Item 
4 Fails to finish things he/she starts 
8 Can’t concentrate, can’t pay attention for long 
28 Breaks rules at home, school or elsewhere 
41 Impulsive or acts without thinking 
78 Inattentive or easily distracted 
86 Stubborn, sullen or irritable 
87 Sudden changes in mood or feelings 
95 Temper tantrums or hot temper  
Table 3 
Means (SD) of the ASEBA self-control scale (ASCS) per informant, cohort, and 
age group.    
Rater / informant 











NTR 3.36 (3.17) 
2.88 
(2.97) 2.26 (2.93) – 
GenR 2.89 (2.87) 
2.94 
(2.79) 3.11 (3.66) – 
TRAILS 4.62 (3.25) – – 3.81 
(2.85) 
YOUth 4.08 (3.25) – 2.08 (2.52) – 
Older 
(10.5–12.5) 
NTR 3.01 (3.00) 
2.66 
(2.86) 2.02 (2.75) 
4.21 
(3.06) 
GenR 3.09 (3.05) 
3.64 
(2.86) – – 
TRAILS 4.65 (3.33) – – 
3.95 
(2.65)  
YOUth 3.92 (3.38) – 2.41 (3.16) –  
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not include childrens’ self-reports. Hc, the fail-safe hypothesis capturing 
orderings not specified by the other hypotheses, can only be tested in 
cohorts with three or four informants (i.e. GenR in the young age group 
and NTR in both age groups in the complete case analyses and only in 
NTR in the analyses based on imputed data), because in cohorts with 
fewer informants all combinations were covered by the specified 
hypotheses. 
The R package bain (version 0.2.2) was used to compute Bayes 
Factors to assess the support of two competing hypotheses (Gu et al., 
2019). For example, a Bayes Factor of BF12 = 10 means that the support 
in the data for hypothesis 1 is 10 times greater than the support for 
hypothesis 2 (Lavine and Schervish, 1999). A priori, all hypotheses were 
considered equally likely in our study, so were assigned the same prior 
model probability. Given equal priors, Bayes Factors can be easily 
translated to posterior model probabilities (PMPs), which express the 
relative support for each of the tested hypotheses (Kuiper et al., 2012). 
The closer to zero the PMP of a specific hypothesis is, the less likely it is 
that the hypothesis is true. The PMPs add up to 1.0 over all hypotheses 
(Lavine & Chervish, 1999). PMPs were calculated for each cohort indi-
vidually, so the PMPs express support for the partial hypothesis in each 
cohort. For example, in the younger age group the PMP of Hypothesis 1 
reflects support for μmother = μfather = μteacher in NTR, μmother = μfather =
μteacher in GenR, μself = μmother in TRAILS, and μmother= μteacher in YOUth. 
The hypothesis that received most support was considered to describe 
the data the best in that cohort and age group. If the PMPs of two hy-
potheses differed less than 0.1, we judged the hypotheses to be equally 
likely. 
2.3.4. Bayesian evidence synthesis 
In the final step, the cohort-specific PMPs are aggregated across co-
horts to obtain the posterior model probabilities that represent the 
relative probability of a hypothesis being supported by all cohorts 
simultaneously (Kuiper et al., 2012; Zondervan-Zwijnenburg et al., 
2019). Hence, the approach adopted makes it possible to compare the 
quantified support for each hypothesis both within studies, and accu-
mulated over studies. By combining the cohort-specific PMPs that each 
represent relative support for different components of a specific hy-
pothesis, the aggregated PMP covers the full hypothesis, because every 
informant is available in the combined partial hypotheses at least once, 
there is enough overlap in informants across cohorts, and the cohorts are 
representative of the same population. For example, in the younger age 
group the synthesized support for Hypothesis 1 (μself = μmother = μfather =
μteacher) represents support for μmother = μfather = μteacher in NTR and 
GenR and for μself = μmother in TRAILS and for μmother = μteacher in YOUth. 
While this is justified statistically, it is important to realize that the 
overall support represents a combination of different components tested 
in different cohorts, and that some components (e.g. the comparison 
between mother- and teacher-reports) are tested in more cohorts than 
other components. We used equal prior model probabilities for all 
hypotheses as a starting point for the first cohort. For the subsequent 
cohorts, the PMP of the previous cohort was used as a prior model 
probability, until all cohorts were added. The order of updating is 
irrelevant for the final results. The details of this procedure can be found 
in Kuiper et al. (2012). 
Because larger sample sizes lead to more precision, Bayes Factors 
based on larger samples show clearer evidence for or against the hy-
potheses of interest. This is reflected in greater differences in the PMPs of 
hypotheses in cohorts with larger sample sizes. This stronger evidence 
will have a larger impact on the final PMP. The impact of a cohort on the 
result is thus determined by the strength of the BF, which can be affected 
by sample size. 
In addition to sample size, PMPs of a given hypothesis close to zero 
also affect the aggregated results over all cohorts. A hypothesis with a 
near-zero PMP (i.e., close to zero support) in one or more of the cohorts 
is likely near zero support in the results aggregated results, even if this 
hypothesis is well supported by other cohorts (i.e., PMP appreciably 
greater than zero). This is because the support is used as a multiplier in 
the updating process. In theory, this is a desirable quality of the method 
because the goal is to reach robust, broadly supported conclusions. 
However, the updated results over cohorts may provide a picture that 
appears to be at variance with the results of the individual cohorts. 
2.4. Missing data 
In the current study, we had to deal with missing data within and 
across cohorts and with missing data on the item level and on the sum 
score level. There are several ways to deal with missing data. Here we 
provide an account of what we considered to be the best strategy to 
handle the missing data in the present study. 
On the item level, we allowed for missingness in three or fewer items. 
That is, within each cohort, we computed sum scores of the ASCS only if 
three or fewer items were missing. We used person-mean imputation in 
calculating the sum scores of a particular person at a particular age per 
rater (as suggested in Willems et al., 2018). 
To handle the missing data at the sum score level, we used two 
missing data handling methods, complete case analysis and multiple 
imputation, and analyzed the data given both methods. Both methods 
have their own advantages and disadvantages. We used both methods to 
establish that our conclusions did not depend on the method used. It is 
important to distinguish between sum scores that are not available at all 
in a certain cohort (for example, self-reports in YOUth), and actual 
missing data on sum scores that were available in that cohort (for 
example, a participant for whom mother-report was missing in YOUth). 
We call the former systematic missingness and the latter incidental 
missingness. Here, we applied two methods to handle incidental miss-
ingness Systematic missingness does not call for imputation. Given sys-
tematic missingness (e.g., self-reports in YOUth), we tested the partial 
hypotheses based on the available data. 
Table 4 
Partial hypotheses tested by each cohort, each age group and missing data approach.  
Complete case analyses 
Age Cohort H1: μself = μmother = μfather = μteacher H2: μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher H3: μself < μmother < μfather < μteacher Hc 
Younger (8.5–10.5) NTR μmother = μfather = μteacher μmother > μfather > μteacher μmother < μfather < μteacher Yes  
GenR μmother = μfather = μteacher μmother > μfather > μteacher μmother < μfather < μteacher Yes  
TRAILS μself = μmother μself > μmother μself < μmother No  
YOUth μmother = μteacher μmother > μteacher μmother < μteacher No 
Older (10.5–12.5) NTR μself = μmother = μfather = μteacher μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher μself < μmother < μfather < μteacher Yes  
GenR μmother = μfather μmother > μfather μmother < μfather No  
TRAILS μself = μmother μself > μmother μself < μmother No  
YOUth μmother = μteacher μmother > μteacher μmother < μteacher No 
Analyses based on imputed data 
All (8.5–12.5) NTR μmother = μfather = μteacher μmother > μfather > μteacher μmother < μfather < μteacher Yes  
GenR μmother = μfather μmother > μfather μmother < μfather No  
TRAILS μself = μmother μself > μmother μself < μmother No  
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In the complete case analysis, also known as listwise deletion, a 
participant with any missing data was excluded. Depending on the 
cohort and the age group, this resulted in a reduction of the sample sizes 
ranging from 12 % to 95 % and may result in in bias (depending on the 
exact cause of the incidental missingness). On the other hand, this 
complete case approach enabled us to test our hypotheses in the younger 
and older age groups separately, thus providing an indication of stability 
of the results over the two age groups. Furthermore, there was no loss of 
informants in the complete case analysis, as only participants that had 
data of all available informants for that cohort and age group were 
included in this method. 
The second method was multiple imputation. In case of a percentage 
of missing data greater than 50 %, the ratings of the informant were 
discarded from further analyses (see the sample sizes per informant 
relative to the total number of individuals in Table 1). We adopted this 
strategy, because we believe that imputation quality cannot be guar-
anteed when more than half of the data is missing. Consequently, the 
multiple imputation approach included substantially more participants, 
but fewer informants than the complete case analysis approach (see 
Table 4). In the YOUth cohort, following this procedure, the remaining 
data was limited to only one informant, so that the informative hy-
potheses could not be evaluated in this cohort. In sum, multiple impu-
tation maximized the sample size and reduced the number of partial 
hypotheses that could be tested. We pooled the data of the two age 
groups in carrying out multiple imputation to optimize the total number 
of participants. If we would have decided to impute and analyze the data 
for the age groups separately, some of the cohorts would have again 
included a very small number of participants. In case a participant had 
participated repeatedly, we randomly selected one assessment. Multiple 
imputation was performed using the R-package mice (multiple impu-
tation by chained equations, version 3.7.0; Van Buuren and 
Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011) in R (version 3.6.1; R core team, 2019). 
Sum scores were imputed for each cohort separately by means of pre-
dictive mean matching (Van Buuren, 2018). The predicted value of the 
target variable was calculated by the specified imputation model. For 
each missing value, the method identifies a set of donors from the 
complete cases, who have predicted values closest to the predicted value 
for the missing value. One of these donors is randomly selected, and the 
observed value of the donor is used to replace the missing value (van 
Buuren, 2018). Imputations were based on the gender of the child and 
the other informants’ ASCS scores. An initial predictor matrix for 
imputation was created based on minimum correlations of 0.20 between 
all combinations of variables. For each imputation, 15 iterations were 
performed and missing data points were imputed 50 times (Azur et al., 
2011). The within-subject linear regressions were performed on each 
imputed dataset, and the results pooled by the R-package semTools 
(version 0.5.2; Jorgensen et al., 2019). The final sample sizes given the 
two methods, the complete case analyses and the analyses based on 
imputed data, are given in Table 5. 
3. Results 
The means and sample sizes for the complete case analyses and for 
the analyses based on imputed data can be found in Table 5. 
The top part of Table 6 shows the posterior model probabilities 
(PMPs) of each hypothesis, within each cohort and age group given the 
first missing data approach, i.e., the complete case analysis. Note that in 
all the analyses, each cohort tests a component of the hypotheses of 
Table 5 
Means (with 95 % confidence intervals (CI)) and sample size for the complete case analyses (age groups 8.5–10.5 and 10.5–12.5 years) and for the analyses based on 
imputed data (ages 8.5–12.5 years).  
Complete case analyses 
Age Cohort Mother Mean (95 % CI) Father Mean (95 % CI) Teacher Mean (95 % CI) Self Mean (95 % CI) Sample size 
8.5–10.5 NTR 3.21 (3.11–3.32) 2.85 (2.74–2.95) 2.09 (1.99–2.18) – 3229  
GenR 2.77 (2.41–3.13) 2.96 (2.61–3.32) 1.89 (1.53–2.25) – 230  
TRAILS 4.63 (4.20–5.06) – – 3.90 (3.52–4.28) 225  
YOUth 3.86 (3.40–4.31) – 2.16 (1.80–2.52) – 192 
10.5–12.5 NTR 3.27 (2.83–3.70) 2.91 (2.50–3.31) 1.86 (1.45–2.27) 3.96 (3.52–4.40) 186  
GenR 3.31 (2.04–4.24) 3.33 (2.28–4.38) – – 38  
TRAILS 4.64 (4.49–4.80) – – 3.96 (3.83–4.08) 1695  
YOUth 4.28 (3.50–5.05) – 2.43 (1.70–3.16) – 72  
Analyses based on imputed data 
Age Cohort Mother Mean (95 % CI) Father Mean (95 % CI) Teacher Mean (95 % CI) Self Mean (95 % CI) Sample size 
8.5–12.5 NTR 3.29 (3.21–3.37) 3.04 (2.96–3.11) 2.17 (2.10–2.25) – 15,884  
GenR 2.89 (2.80–2.99) 3.00 (2.90–3.10) – – 4778  
TRAILS 4.27 (4.14–4.40) – – 4.02 (3.91–4.13) 2205  
YOUth – – – – –  
Table 6 
Posterior model probabilities (PMPs) of the hypotheses concerning the rank 
ordering of mean ASCS scores from different informants for the complete case 
analyses (age groups 8.5–10.5 and 10.5–12.5 years) and for the analyses based 
on imputed data (ages 8.5–12.5 years).  
Complete case analyses   
Age 8.5–10.5 Informants H1 H2 H3 
NTR m, f, t < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
GenR m, f, t < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
TRAILS s, m 0.089 < 0.001 0.910 
YOUth m, t < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
Aggregated  < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001  
Age 10.5–12.5 Informants H1 H2 H3 
NTR s, m, f, t < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
GenR m, f 0.736 0.086 0.178 
TRAILS s, m < 0.001 < 0.001 1.000 
YOUth m, t < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
Aggregated  < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001  
Analyses based on imputed data 
Age 8.5–12.5 Informants H1 H2 H3 
NTR m, f, t < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
GenR m, f 0.033 < 0.001 0.967 
TRAILS s, m 0.078 < 0.001 0.922 
Aggregated  < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 
Note: H1: μself = μmother = μfather = μteacher ; H2: μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher ; 
H3: μself < μmother < μfather < μteacher. The aggregated support reflects the support 
for the combined partial hypotheses. To obtain the aggregated PMPs, we used 
the unrounded PMPs. 
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interest, i.e., partial hypotheses. First, we evaluated support for the 
hypotheses H1, H2 and H3. At age 8.5–10.5, the support for the com-
ponents of hypothesis 2 was the greatest in NTR (μmother > μfather >
μteacher), GenR (μmother > μfather > μteacher) and YOUth, (μmother >
μteacher). In TRAILS, partial hypothesis 3 (μself < μmother) received most 
support. The aggregated support was greatest for hypothesis 2 (μself >
μmother > μfather > μteacher). At age 10.5–12.5, the aggregated support was 
again strongest for hypothesis 2, but there was more variation in support 
across cohorts. In NTR, which included all four informants at this age, 
the support for hypothesis 2 was greatest. In GenR, hypothesis 1 (μmother 
= μfather) received most support and in TRAILS, hypothesis 3 (μself <
μmother) received most support. 
Subsequently, to evaluate any patterns not captured by our infor-
mative hypotheses, we evaluated support for any hypothesis other than 
our hypotheses H1 to H3, we evaluated the support for hypothesis Hc in 
the cohorts and age groups with at least three informants, i.e., GenR at 
age 8.5–10.5 and NTR at both age groups in the complete case analyses 
and only in NTR in the analyses based on multiple imputation. In these 
cohorts, there was little support for the Hc hypothesis (PMP of Hc ≤
0.001), but for age 8.5–10.5, Hc received most support, with a PMP of 
0.738 (Table 7). A post hoc inspection of the mean values in Table 5 
suggests that the Hc hypothesis represents the hypothesis μmother =
μfather > μteacher here. 
The bottom part of Table 6 shows the posterior model probabilities 
for each hypothesis based on the imputed datasets. The general pattern 
is similar to that of the complete case analyses. Overall, hypothesis 2 
again received most support. In NTR, hypothesis 2 (μmother > μfather >
μteacher) received most support. In GenR, hypothesis 3 (μmother < μfather) 
was judged to be the best hypothesis and as was the case for TRAILS (μself 
< μmother). 
Summarizing, we found the strongest evidence for the hypothesis 
that children themselves report most self-control problems, followed by 
mothers, fathers and teachers (i.e., H2 μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher). 
However, we found some inconsistent results across cohorts. The most 
consistent difference between informants was that parents reported less 
self-control problems than teachers did. Although this hypothesis (i.e. 
μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher) received the strongest overall support, 
it was not the preferred ordering when considering each study sepa-
rately. Again, it is important to realize that the synthesized result 
demonstrates which hypothesis is best supported by all cohorts simul-
taneously, and that this can be different from the hypothesis that is most 
often preferred within cohorts. 
4. Discussion 
The trend towards large-scale collaborative studies involving con-
sortia, such as CID, gives rise to the challenge of combining data from 
different sources efficiently in a manner that facilitates comprehensive 
hypothesis testing. Here, we presented Bayesian evidence synthesis as a 
method to combine data from different sources and to quantify support 
for competing informative hypotheses, both within and across cohorts. 
We illustrated the use of Bayesian evidence synthesis in the situation 
that different components of the hypotheses were tested in different 
cohorts. 
Overall, our results show most support for the hypothesis that chil-
dren on average report most problem behaviors, followed by their 
mothers and fathers, and that on average, teachers report the fewest 
problems (H2: μself > μmother > μfather > μteacher). The most consistent 
evidence was found for the conclusion that parents report more self- 
control problems than teachers. The aggregated findings should be 
interpreted in relation to the findings within each cohort. Observing 
different findings across cohorts may call for (post hoc) inspection of the 
exact differences between the cohorts that gave rise to the inconsistent 
results. In Bayesian evidence synthesis, we assume that the samples are 
representative of the same target population, in our case, the population 
of 8- to 12-year-old Dutch children. In our illustration, the cohorts are all 
assumed to be selected from the general Dutch population, but differ, for 
example, in the regions of the Netherlands covered and the periods of 
data collection. Furthermore, one of the cohorts included twins. It is 
important to take into account differences between the samples and how 
these might relate to the concept under investigation when interpreting 
differences in results. Differences in cohort samples should be evaluated 
in the light of their relevance with regards to the phenomenon of in-
terest, so the implications of sample differences vary from study to 
study. 
Results from the analyses on the complete cases and on the imputed 
data favored the same hypothesis. The approaches we used to handle 
missing data have advantages and disadvantages, but the aggregated 
results supported the same ordering pattern of means. This indicates that 
the conclusions about the ordering of the means do not depend on the 
missing data approach. 
The ordering of the sum scores of the different informants was the 
same in 8.5–10.5-year-olds and 10.5–12.5-year-olds, indicating a con-
stant rank ordering in the two age groups. On the cohort level, the only 
difference in best supported hypothesis between the younger and older 
age group concerned GenR. This difference likely is due to the fact that 
teacher data was available only in the 8.5–10.5 group. A post hoc in-
spection of the mean differences suggests that H2 (partial hypothesis 
μmother > μfather > μteacher) in GenR was likely to be preferred in the 
younger age group, in view of the big difference in teacher ratings and 
parent ratings. In the 10.5–12.5 group, only ratings of mothers and fa-
thers were available, and these differed much less than the differences 
between parents and teachers. Post hoc inspection of the means suggest 
that the differences in means between parents are much smaller, hence, 
H1 (partial hypothesis μmother = μfather) receives most support here. 
Hence, which components of the hypotheses are tested in a specific 
sample can have an impact on which hypothesis received the most 
support. 
A novel aspect of Bayesian evidence synthesis is that it can accom-
modate partial hypotheses given the available data in the cohorts. We 
illustrated that this method can be used if the information in cohorts is 
limited to partial hypotheses, while the synthesized information for all 
cohorts did address the (complete) hypotheses of interest. In previous 
studies that used Bayesian research synthesis to combine results over 
cohorts, all aspects of the hypotheses were tested in all cohorts, even 
though the measurement instrument might differ (Veldkamp et al., 
2020; Zondervan-Zwijnenburg et al., 2019, 2020). Statistically, 
Bayesian research synthesis is suitable to assess and combine the support 
for partial hypothesis. As mentioned above, it is important to interpret 
the support for each hypothesis in a particular cohort as the support for 
the particular component of the hypothesis that was actually tested in 
that cohort. In the present application, combining the support for partial 
hypotheses with Bayesian evidence synthesis was feasible because there 
Table 7 
Posterior model probabilities for the hypotheses concerning the rank ordering of 
the mean ASCS scores from different raters, including the catch-all hypothesis 
(Hc).  
Complete case analyses 
Age 8.5–10.5 H1 H2 H3 Hc 
NTR < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 < 0.001 
GenR < 0.001 0.262 < 0.001 0.738 
Aggregated < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 < 0.001  
Age 10.5–12.5 H1 H2 H3 Hc 
NTR < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 < 0.001  
Analyses based on imputed data 
Age 8.5–12.5 H1 H2 H3 Hc 
NTR < 0.001 1.000 < 0.001 < 0.001  
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was sufficient overlap between the partial hypotheses that were tested in 
each cohort. While the different cohorts each addressed only a part of 
the hypothesized orderings, together the data contained information 
with regard to all comparisons between informants. Put simply, the 
present overlap between the partial hypotheses was sufficient to arrive 
at a comprehensive interpretation of the aggregated PMPs. 
Bayesian evidence synthesis has several advantages. One advantage 
is that this approach, in contrast to meta-analysis, is not influenced by 
publication bias as it is not dependent on published results (Sutton et al., 
2000). If the hypotheses cover all orderings, all hypotheses are consid-
ered equally likely a priori, and no datasets are excluded based on 
published findings, Bayesian evidence synthesis is not affected by pub-
lication bias. Furthermore, Bayesian evidence synthesis does not require 
previous investigations to form hypotheses, as it is equally suitable to 
address new research questions. Here, we included data of all Dutch 
cohorts that track children’s self-control with the ASCS. As we included 
a complement hypothesis (Hc), assigned equal prior model probability 
to all hypotheses and, to our best knowledge, included all ASCS data 
collected in the Netherlands, publication bias plays no role in the current 
study. A disadvantage of Bayesian evidence synthesis is that, contrary to 
classical meta-analysis, it requires access to the raw data. However, we 
note that the analysis of individual participant data is more reliable than 
aggregate data in meta-analysis (Riley et al., 2010). 
A major advantage of Bayesian evidence synthesis is that it provides 
the degree of support for a set of competing hypotheses both at the 
within-study level and across studies. This highlights inconsistencies 
between cohorts and allows one to address the robustness of the overall 
findings (see also, Zondervan-Zwijnenburg et al., 2020). Moreover, the 
Bayesian approach answers the focal question of which hypothesis is 
most plausible given the data. Furthermore, new data can be added to 
the analyses, because the evaluation of the hypotheses depends on 
posterior model probabilities, and are not affected by order of data 
entering. So, the results can be updated if additional data become 
available, facilitating the growth of knowledge by the accumulation of 
evidence. 
A point of attention is that we only specified and tested hypotheses 
that were supported by literature. In theory, it is possible to specify 
additional (novel) hypotheses. For example, our results in some cohorts 
suggest that there might be no meaningful differences in self-control 
problem scores of mothers and fathers. In future research, we recom-
mend including, for example, μself > μmother = μfather > μteacher, where the 
ordering between the parents is not of interest. 
The differences that we found between informants implies that 
different informants provide different information concerning self- 
control. One may wish to calculate self-control scores based on the 
ratings of all informants (e.g., an average), but, given the differences 
between raters, this involves a loss of information. We note that in 
general one should consider the issue of measurement invariance in the 
comparison and interpretation of (differences in) test scores. In the 
present case, the interpretation of the differences between the in-
formants in terms of differences with respect self-control on the con-
ceptual level is based on the tacit, but testable assumption that the self- 
control test scores are measurement invariant with respect to informant. 
New datasets, preferably covering parts of the hypotheses that were 
underrepresented thus far, can easily be added to increase the reliability 
of the support and accumulate the evidence. Altogether, we feel that 
Bayesian evidence synthesis is a promising approach to get the most 
information out of the data available. 
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